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The landscape of computer systems

Simulators of computer designDatabases

Data processors



There are many parameters in a typical computer system

Need auto-tuner that scales to large number of parameters
Tune to meet system objective (e.g., latency)
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Evaluation takes a long time and is expensive to run

Methods requiring many evaluations are ill-suited for this task
E.g., Reinforcement Learning, Hill-Climbing, Evolution strategy, Random



Parameters depend on each other

Traditional dimensionality reduction methods are ineffective
E.g., Principal component analysis (PCA), Factor Analysis (FA)



Designing expert model is difficult and time consuming

Hand designing custom model of the whole system is complicated 
E.g., Bespoke Structured Bayesian Optimization and Causal Bayesian Optimization

class BayesianRegression(PyroModule):
def __init__(self, in_features, out_features):

super().__init__()
self.linear = PyroModule[nn.Linear](in_features, 

out_features)
self.linear.weight = PyroSample(

dist.Normal(0.0, 1.0).expand([out_features, in_features]) 
self.linear.bias = PyroSample(

dist.Normal(0.0, 10.0).expand([out_features]).to_event(1)
)

def forward(self, x, y=None):
sigma = pyro.sample("sigma", dist.Uniform(0.0, 10.0))
mean = self.linear(x).squeeze(-1)
with pyro.plate("data", x.shape[0]):

obs = pyro.sample("obs", dist.Normal(mean, sigma), obs=y)
return mean



BoGraph is an efficient auto-tuner that leverages both expert 
knowledge and logs
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Bayesian Optimization



Context reduces the dimensionality of the problem

The maximum dimension is 3
𝑃 𝑌 𝑍1, 𝑍2
P(Z1|X1, X2)

P(Z2|X3, X4, X5) 

The maximum dimension is 5
𝑷(𝒀|𝑿𝟏, 𝑿𝟐, 𝑿𝟑, 𝑿𝟒, 𝑿𝟓)



BoGraph learns the context automatically from logs and 
expert knowledge

Parse
Prune
Group
Standardize

Learn Structure 
(Causal learning)

Add expert knowledge 
(Optional)



Logs are often used to monitor the system's health; BoGraph leverages them to 
contextualize what is impacting the system objective.

System logs and metrics provide insight into what impacts 
the objective



Logs need to be processed: parsed, pruned, standardized, and 
grouped

Remove uninformative (low variance) 
group related metrics (manual or automatic)
and standardize the result (avoid skew)



Causal structure learning and injecting expert’s knowledge

Learning the causal structure from the processed logs. 

Causal structure 
learning using 
NoTears[1]

[1]Zheng, Xun, Bryon Aragam, Pradeep K. Ravikumar, and Eric P. Xing. "Dags with no tears: Continuous optimization for structure learning.“
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 31 (2018).



Statistical dependency graph of components

An informative blueprint to build a 
probabilistic DAG



Taking a structure and mapping it to a probabilistic graph 

For each node, we approximate it using a Gaussian Process or expert’s model



Complicated posterior: not 
possible to condition on parent’s 
full posterior

Using BoTorch’s [2] quasi-
acquisition function to optimize 
over DAG’s samples

Structured Bayesian Optimization of BoGraph’s DAG

Sampler
Instead, using a sampler to 
generate many samples to 
approximate the possible results 
of the posterior in the model

[2] Balandat, M., Karrer, B., Jiang, D.R., Daulton, S., Letham, B., Wilson, A.G. and Bakshy, E., 
2019. BoTorch: Programmable Bayesian Optimization in PyTorch.



Evaluation setup

• Optimized the design of system accelerator gem5-Aladdin
• Tuned 20 parameters that have 2!" unique design combination
• Machsuite benchmark (mix of data and compute workloads)
• Optimizing Energy-Delay-Product (EDP)

𝐸𝐷𝑃 = 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 ∗ 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦#



BoGraph finds better optimization than any other auto-tuner for 
all the tasks

After 100 evaluation steps, Higher EDP improvement is better. 
The scale is an X-factor improvement from the default. 



The identified structure speeds up discovering optimal 
configurations

BoGraph converges faster and find better configuration than other 
auto-tuners



Databases Stream Processor

Your system?

BoGraph can be applied to a variety of other systems 



• Logs contain useful information to 
decompose the system.

• Structure learning combined with 
pre-defined expert knowledge 
leads to fast convergence

Questions?
Email: sa894@cam.ac.uk

In summary, BoGraph’s pipeline simplifies using structured 
Bayesian Optimization to optimize the system in the fewest 
evaluations. 


